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Razor Blades & Scrapers
Razor Blades &

 Scrapers

Razor Scrapers

Plastic Razor Blades

Razor Blades

Polycarbonate Razor Blades 
with Double-Sided "Chisel" Edge
Polycarbonate construction, our toughest plastic blade yet. 
Unlike regular plastic blades, the AES-87604 will not fold 
over or bend during use. Blade edges will hold up better 
when scraping away tough stuck materials that would 
damage the edge on a normal plastic blade.

Plastic Razor Blades
with "Dozer" Edge
Featuring a "dozer" style flat edge, use these plastic 
razor blades to safely clean windows coated with sun 
film or tinted auto glass. Strip vinyl decals, pin stripes, 
and dealer stickers. Remove tar, sap, bugs, adhesive, 
road paint and even chewing gum from interiors.

Plastic Razor Blades
with "Chisel" Edge
The "chisel" style edge is perfect for getting up 
under pinstriping and decals, removing overspray 
and more. Use these plastic razor blades to safely 
clean windows and tinted auto glass.

AES-87604 Box of 100 Blades

No. 9 Stainless Steel 
Razor Blades
Extremely sharp and durable USA made 
single edge stainless steel razor blades. 
Each blade is individually wrapped with 
a paperboard protection sleeve.

AES-240-SS Box of 100 Blades

100pc No. 9 Razor Blades
Extremely sharp and durable USA made razor blades. 
High carbon steel blade retains sharp edge through 
many uses. Each blade is individually wrapped with 
a paperboard protection sleeve.

AES-240 Box of 100 Blades

AES-240-CD Box of 100 Blades, Carded

AES-250 5 Pack of Blades, Carded

Retractable Scraper
Retractable scraper uses standard #9 
single-edge razor blades. Simply pull 
blade back for safe storage.

AES-241 Scraper, Individually 
Polybagged

AES-241-CD Scraper, Carded

AES-241-5
Scraper with 5pc 
Steel Razor Blades, 
Carded

AES-254
Scraper with 100pc 
Steel Razor Blades, 
Carded

AES-87606 Box of 100 Blades

AES-87605 5 Pack of Blades, Carded

AES-87608 Box of 100 Blades

AES-87609 5 Pack of Blades, Carded

4" Wide Scraper
AES-690
Scraper is 12" long and uses 4" 
blades. Comfortable vinyl handle 
grip. Handle plug opens to provide 
storage space for extra blades.

AES-699
10x Replacement 
4" Scraper Blades, 
Carded

HANG-UP CARD

Emblem 
& Sticker 
Scraper Set
AES-12-K-282
Includes a #9 scraper blade holder, 
100pc box of polypropylene blunt 
edge blades and a rigid plastic 
scraper for removing emblems and 
side moldings. Chisel scraper can 
be resharpened with a file.

HANG-UP CARD

Hot Blade Decal 
Remover
AES-87600
Removes decals, foil labels, pinstripes 
and inspection stickers by melting the 
adhesive securing them to metal or glass 
surfaces. Faster and more efficient than 
other types of scrapers.

HANG-UP CARD

Long Reach Scrapers
Ideal for scraping decals, stickers and paint from 
glass and mirrors. Easily remove tape, adhesive 
residue, bugs and heavy dirt from tall store 
windows, windshields of tall vehicles, office glass 
and more. Hollow handle for blade storage. Holds 
standard #9 razor blades. Includes 3 steel blades.

AES-87700 11-1/2" Reach

AES-87717 17" Reach

AES-87724 24" Reach

HANG-UP CARD

3-Way Razor Scraper
AES-87500
Our most popular design. It locks open in 
three positions and folds closed when not 
in use. Holds standard #9 razor blades. 
Includes 1 steel razor blade.

HANG-UP CARD

Specifications

Overall Length: 8"

Inspection Sticker Scraper
AES-87950
Quickly removes vehicle inspection stickers from 
windshields. Uses standard #9 razor blades. 
Includes 1 steel razor blade.

HANG-UP CARD

Specifications

Overall Length: 8"


